We define functorial isomorphisms of parallel transport alongétale paths for a class of principal G-bundles on a p-adic curve. Here G is a connected reductive algebraic group of finite presentation and the considered principal bundles are just those with potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. The constructed isomorphisms yield continous functors from theétale fundamental groupoid of the given curve to the category of topological spaces with a simply transitive continous right G(C p )-action. This generalizes a construction in the case of vector bundles on a p-adic curve by Deninger and Werner. It may be viewed as a partial p-adic analogue of the classical theory by Ramanathan of principal bundles on compact Riemann surfaces, which generalizes the classical Narasimhan-Seshadri theory of vector bundles on compact Riemann surfaces.
Introduction
Every finite dimensional complex representation of the fundamental group of a compact Riemann surface gives rise to a flat vector bundle and hence to a holomorphic vector bundle. By a classical result of André Weil ( [W] ), a holomorphic vector bundle on a compact Riemann surface is given by a representation of the fundamental group if and only if all its indecomposable components have degree zero. A famous theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri states that there is an equivalence between the category of unitary representations of the fundamental group and those of polystable vector bundles of degree zero ([Na-Se, Corollary 12.1]). In particular, this result implies that every stable vector bundle of degree zero comes from an irreducible unitary representation Corollary 12.2] ). These results have been extended to the case of principal G-bundles on a compact Riemann surface X by Ramanathan in [R] , where G is a connected reductive algebraic group over C. Ramanathan associates principal G-bundles to certain representations of π 1 (X − x 0 ) where x 0 is some point of X. Using an extension of Mumford's notion of semistability, he shows that a G-bundle is stable if and only if it is given by an irreducible unitary representation of π 1 (X − x 0 ). These results do not extend easily to the p-adic world as, for example, there is no notion of unitarity or universal coverings. However, Deninger and Werner constructed in their recent article a partial p-adic analogue of the results by Narasimhan and Seshadri. They consider vector bundles E on X Cp , where X is a smooth projective curve over Q p , which have potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. For all such vector bundles E they construct functorial isomorphisms of "parallel transport" alongétale paths between the fibres of E. One obtains a representation ρ E,x of π 1 (X, x) on x * E =: E x for every point x ∈ X(C p ). Several aspects in relation to this construction have been studied by Deninger, Werner, , [He] , [T] and [We] .
A natural question is whether one can extend the results of Deninger and Werner to the case of principal bundles in order to obtain a partial p-adic analogue of the classical results of Ramanathan. The construction of isomorphisms by Deninger and Werner may be extended easily, but the characterisation of the class of bundles to those they asoociate representations do not transfer directly to the case of principal bundles as they use frequently special properties of vector bundles, e.g. they work always in Zariski toplogy (whereas in the case of principal bundles fppf orétale topology is needed) or use the fact that vector bundles are coherent sheaves.
The present article, which is a shortened english version of the authors thesis ( [H] ), shows now how the construction by Deninger and Werner can be extended to the case of principal G-bundles on X Cp , where G is a connected reductive group scheme of finite presentation over the ring of integers o of C p . Here and in the whole paper, a principal G-bundle or G-bundle for short is a G-torsor with respect to the fppftopology and we consider G-bundles E with potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. We use here the notion of a degree of a principal bundle of Holla and Narasimhan ([HN] ) and the definition of semistability by Ramanathan ([R] ). As in the case of vector bundles we say that a G-bundle E on X Cp has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero if E extends to a G-bundle E on X o = X ⊗ o, for a suitable model X of X such that the pullback of the special fibre E k of E to the normalisation of every irreducible component of X k is strongly semistable of degree zero. Furthermore, we say that E has potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero if there is a finiteétale morphism α : Y → X such that α * Cp E has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. If we denote by P(G(C p )) the category of topological spaces with a simply transitive continous G(C p )-action from the right, our main result is the following: Theorem 4.4 Let E be a pincipal G-bundle on X Cp with potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. Then there exist functorial isomorphisms of "parallel transport" alongétale paths of the fibres of E on X Cp . In particular, for every such principal G-bundle E, one gets a continuous functor ρ E from π 1 (X) to P(G(C p )) such that ρ E (x) = E x = x * E for all x ∈ X(C p ). This defines a functor
where B ps X Cp (G) is the category of G-bundles with potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero and Rep π 1 (X) (G(C p )) the category of continous functors from π 1 (X) to P(G(C p )).
This construction may be considered like a partial p-adic analogue of the theory of Ramanathan.
The paper is organized as follows.
In the first section we recall some basic facts about torsors and theétale fundamental groupoid. Furthermore, we recall the definitions of certain categories of coverings defined in which we need for the rest of the paper.
In the second section we define and investigate categories B X Cp ,D (G) and B Xo,D (G) involving a divisor D on X where X is a fixed model of X. For every bundle in these two categories, we construct isomorphisms of parallel transport alongétale paths in U = X \ D based on initial ideas of ). First we do this for the bundles in the category B Xo,D (G) for a fixed model X of X by imitating the construction of parallel transport in the case of vector bundles. Then we extend this construction to all bundles in the category B X Cp ,D (G). In more technical terms, we construct a continuous functor ρ E from π 1 (X − D) to P(G(C p )) (resp. P(G(o))) such that ρ E (x) = E x = x * E for all x ∈ X(C p ), where P(G(o)) is the category of topological spaces with a simply transitive continous G(o)-action from the right. By using a Seifert-van Kampen theorem, we show that the functors ρ E glue for different choices of the divisors D (Proposition 2.7). We conclude this section by a collection of nice functorial properties of the construction and show that it is compatible with the construction in the case of vector bundles (Propositions 2.10, 2.13).
In the third section, we investigate the categories B Xo ,D (G) and B X Cp ,D (G) more carefully. First we prove that for a G-bundle E on X o to be contained in B X o,D (G) it suffices that π * k E k is trivial, where π k is the special fibre of some π as above. We continue with a characterisation of the principal bundles on a purely one-dimensional proper scheme over a finite field F q whose pullback to the normalisation of each irreducible component is strongly semistable of degree zero: these are exactly the bundles whose pullback by a finite surjective morphism to a purely one-dimensional proper F q -scheme becomes trivial. For principal bundles on smooth projective curves over finite fields this characterisation follows from a result of Deligne ( [Las] ).
In the fourth and last section we finally state and prove our main theorems that our previous constructions together with the characterisation of the categories in the third section yield us functorial isomorphisms of parallel transport for all principal G-bundles with (potentially) strongly semistable reduction of degree zero and show that the fibr functor in a fixed point is faithful. We conclude with a collection of remaining open questions.
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Preliminaries

Torsors
We start by recalling some basic definitions and facts about torsors.
Let G be a group scheme which is faithfully flat and locally of finite presentation over some base scheme S. We call an S-scheme P on which G acts from the right via P × G → P, (x, g) → xg a (right) G-torsor with respect to the fppf topology if there is a covering (U i → S) i∈I in the fppf topology on S such that P × S U i endowed with the induced G × S U i -action is isomorphic to G × S U i , endowed with the G × S U i -action induced by the group multiplication. In the following, a G-torsor is always a (right) G-torsor with respect to the fppf topology. A G-torsor P is called trivial if P is isomorphic to G, considered as a G-torsor with right multiplication. It is well known that an S-scheme P with a G-action from the right is a G-torsor if and only if P is faithfully flat and locally of finite presentation over S and the canonical morphism P × G → P × P, (x, g) → (x, xg) is an isomorphism.
If G is a group object in the category of sheaves with respect to the fppf topology on S, then a right-G-(sheaf) torsor P is defined as a sheaf P on which G acts by a morphism P × S G → P, (x, g) → xg such that the following condition holds. There exists a covering (U i → S) i∈I for the fppf topology on S such that P × S U i is isomorphic to G × S U i and this isomorphism is compatible with the actions of G × S U i . We call a G-torsor P trivial if it is isomorphic to G as a G-torsor. It is obvious that a sheaf torsor is a torsor if it is representable by a scheme. It follows from Yoneda's Lemma that two torsors P and P ′ are isomorphic if and only if they are as sheaf torsors. Not every sheaf torsor is representable by a scheme, but in the case that G is affine -like it will be in the present paper -all sheaf torsors are representable.
More generally, torsors can be defined similary for arbitrary Grothendieck topologies and arbitrary topoi. We conclude this section by recalling that there is a well known connection between torsors and cohomology: Proposition 1.1 If G is a flat group scheme of finite type over a scheme X, then we can identify the set of isomorphism classes of G-sheaf-torsors with respect to the fppf-topology (resp. Zariski-topology resp.étale topology) on X withȞ 1 (X f ppf , G) (resp.Ȟ 1 (X, G) resp.Ȟ 1 et (S, G)). If G is in addition affine, then we can identify the set of isomorphism classes of Gtorsors with respect to the fppf topology (resp. Zariski topology resp.étale topology) on X withȞ 1 (X f ppf , G) (resp.Ȟ 1 (X, G) resp.Ȟ 1 et (S, G)).
Categories of coverings
In this section, we recall the definition and some basic properties of some categories of coverings introduced by . In the following, a variety over a field k is always a geometrically irreducible and geometrically reduced and separated scheme of finite type over k. A curve is a one-dimensional variety.
We let R be a valuation ring with quotient field Q of characteristic zero. For a smooth projective curve X over Q, we consider a model X of X over R, i. e. a finitely presented, flat and proper scheme X over Spec R such that X is isomorphic to X ⊗ R Q. Finally, we write X − D for X − supp D for a divisor D of X. In this situation we may define:
We define a category S X,D as follows: The objects are finitely presented, proper R-morphism π : Y → X whose generic fibre π Q : Y Q → X is finite and such that the induced morphism π Q : π −1
If such a morphism exists, we say that π 1 dominates π 2 . If, in addition, ϕ Q = ϕ ⊗ R Q induces an isomorphism of the local rings of two generic points, we say that π 1 strictly dominates π 2 .
It is obvious that finite products and finite fibre products exist in S X,D . Furthermore, it is easy to verify that for every morphism ϕ : (π 1 : Y 1 → X) → (π 2 : Y 2 → X) the induced morphism ϕ : Y 1 → Y 2 is proper and of finite type and its generic fibre ϕ Q is finite andétale over X − D.
We recall also the full subcategory S As a corollary of an analogous statement for abitrary discrete valuation rings, Deninger and Werner proved the following result: 
Corollary 1.5 Let X, X and D be as before. Then any finite number of objects
Next we need another full subcategory of S X,D : 
1.3Étale fundamental groupoid and fibre functors
Last, but not least, we recall the notions of anétale fundamental groupoid and of fibre functors which will be important in the following. The general reference is [SGA1] , but a collection of basic facts is also given in p.577 etc.] .
Let Z be a variety over Q p , and let z ∈ Z(C p ) be a geometric point. The fibre functor F z from the category of finiteétale coverings Z ′ of Z to finite sets associates to every such Z ′ the set of its C p -valued points lying over z.
Moreover, we define the topological category π 1 (Z) as follows: the objects are just the geometric points of Z, i. e. the set of objects is Z(C p ). A morphism in π 1 (Z) between two C p -valued points z and z * is an isomorphism of its associated fibre functors. Such an isomorphism of fibre functors is called anétale path from z to z * .
We know by [SGA1, Expos V, 4., 7.] that every fibre functor is pro-representable. Therefore, Mor π 1 (Z) (z, z * ) is a profinite set and a compact totally disconnected Hausdorff space (see p. 577] ). Moreover, composition of morphisms induces a continous map Mor
2 Parallel transport for principal bundles In the remaining part of this article, a G-torsor or principal G-bundle P on a oscheme ξ is always a representable right G ξ = G × Spec o ξ-torsor with respect to the fppf topology on ξ. By faithfully flat descent, it follows that such a G-torsor on an o-scheme ξ is always smooth over ξ. Furthermore, we deduce from [Gr, Théorème 11.7.] that P is a G-torsor with respect to theétale topology.
Let now P be a principal G-bundle on an o-scheme ξ. Then we have a natural action of G(o) on Γ(ξ, P ) which makes Γ(ξ, P ) into a right-G(o)-module.
Let f : ξ 1 → ξ 2 be a morphism of o-schemes, and let P be a G-bundle on ξ 2 . Then the pullback f * P := ξ 1 × ξ 2 P is a principal G-bundle on ξ 1 , and there is a natural map f * : Γ(ξ 2 , P ) → Γ(ξ 1 , f * P ) which is equivariant under the right-G(o) action.
For n ≥ 1 we set
we define A n := A ⊗ o o n and denote by G n := Spec A n the reduction of G modulo p n . For any o-scheme ξ we set ξ n := ξ ⊗ o o n . For a G-bundle P on ξ, we define the scheme P n as the reduction of P to a G-resp. G n -torsor on ξ n , i. e. we set P n = i * n P , where i n : ξ n → ξ is the canonical morphism.
We now endow G(o) with a prodiscrete topology induced by the canonical isomorphism
and the discrete topology on G(o n ) such that G(o) becomes a topological group. The formal smoothness of G over o implies that all transition maps G(o n+1 ) → G(o n ) are surjective. From the construction of the projective limit follows thus that all morphisms G(o) → G(o n ) are also surjective.
These prerequisites allow us to define a category
where X is a fixed model of X over Z p .
Definition 2.1 We fix a model X over Z p of a smooth projective curve X over Q p and a divisor D on X. We define B Xo,D (G) to be the category of principal G-bundles P on X o = X ⊗ Zp o with the following property:
For all n ≥ 1 there exists an object π : Y → X of S X,D such that π * n P n is trivial, i. e. it is isomorphic as G n -torsors to the trivial torsor Y n ⊗ on G n where π n : Y n → X n is the morphism induced by π.
In the following we fix a smooth projective curve X over Q p , a model X of X over Z p and a divisor D in X. We easily see that for a morphism f : X → X ′ of models over Z p of smooth projective curves X and X ′ over Q p and a divisor D ′ in X ′ , the pullback functor f * for G-torsors induces a functor f * :
Let x : Spec C p → X be a C p -valued point of X, and let P be a principal G-bundle over X o . Then x induces a morphism x : Spec C p → X → X which again induces, by the properness of X, an unique morphism
such that we can define the groups P xo and P xn by P xo := (x * o P )(o) and P xn := (x * n P )(o n ). Next we want to define topologies on P xo and P xn . We use here that the G-torsor x * o P is affine by descent theory. As (x * o P ) n = x * n P , we have the following lemma:
Proof As x * o P is affine over o, say x * o P = Spec B, we have that
Using (x * o P ) n = x * n P we obtain thus:
If we endow P xn with the discrete topology for all n, then we obtain a prodiscrete topology on P xo . This makes P xo into a topological space with a continous G(o)-action. Furthermore, we deduce from the fact that o is a complete henselian ring that x * o P is a trivial G-torsor with respect to theétale (resp. fppf) topology. Thus G(o) and G(o n ) act simply transitive on P xo resp. P xn .
Next we deduce easily from descent theory that x * o P is smooth over Spec o. This implies that all transition maps
and, by the construction of the projective limit, all morphisms
Definition 2.3 We define the category P(G(o n )) for every n ∈ N, n ≥ 1 as follows:
The objects are sets with a simply transitive right G(o n )-action and its morphisms are just the G(o n )-equivariant maps between them.
If we fix now two arbitrary topological spaces P 1 , P 2 ∈ P(G(o)), then the choice of two elements p 1 ∈ P 1 and p 2 ∈ P 2 defines a bijection
which follows from the fact that G(o) acts simply transitive continous on P 1 and P 2 . One checks easily that the topology on Mor P(G(o)) (P 1 , P 2 ) making it into a homeomorphism does not depend on the choice of p 1 and p 2 . Thus P(G(o)) becomes in this way a topological category.
Let now P be a G-torsor in B Xo,D (G). Then we choose for all n ≥ 1 an object [Mu, 4.2] and it holds:
Proof It suffices to show that the map
By the universal property of fibre products we have the following natural bijections:
Lemma 2.4 enables us to construct a functor ρ P,n : π 1 (U ) → P(G(o)) for every P ∈ B Xo ,D (G) and all n ∈ N, n ≥ 1 using the notation U = X − D like above:
For every C p -valued point x of U we set ρ P,n (x) := P xn . Anétale path γ from
First we choose an object (π :
Then γy is a C pvalued point of V over x ′ where we denote by γy the image of y under the map
. Whithin these choices we are able to define ρ P,n (γ) as the composition
Formally nearly in the same way as in the case of vector bundles (see [De-We1, Section 3]) one shows moreover that the definition of the morphism ρ P,n (γ) is independent of all our choices and defines a morphism in P(G(o n )). We obtain thus a well-defined continous functor ρ P,n :
Using these functors ρ P,n we are now able to define a functor ρ P :
For every C p -valued point x of U we set ρ P (x) = P xo and for anétale path γ we define ρ P (γ) as ρ P (γ) = lim ← −n ρ P,n (γ) :
This construction gives us a well defined functor ρ P because one verifies again formally nearly in the same way as in the case of vector bundles (see the proof of Theorem 22] ) that the family of maps (ρ P,n (γ)) n≥1 defines a morphism between the projective systems (P xn ) n≥1 and (P x ′ n ) n≥1 .
We should remark that for any fixed point x ∈ U (C p ) we obtain a continous homo-
If we denote by Rep π 1 (U ) (G(o)) the category of continous functors from π 1 (U ) to P(G(o)), then we obtain in conclusion a well-defined functor
by mapping an object P of B X o,D (G) onto ρ P and a morphism f : P → P ′ onto the family (f xo ) x∈U (Cp) . Here f xo :
This functor is well-defined because the family of morphisms of topological spaces with a continous
defines a natural transformation ρ f from ρ P to ρ P ′ which may be checked easily.
Extension to principal bundles over X Cp
Of course, our real interest is with principal bundles over X Cp and not on a particular model. Our aim is to define functorial isomorphisms for principal bundles over X Cp based on the isomorphisms of parallel transport defined for bundles on X o for a particular model X in the previous section. This motivates the following definition:
Definition 2.5 For a smooth affine group scheme G of finite presentation over o let B X Cp ,D (G) be the full subcategory of all right G-torsors (i. e. G X Cp -torsors) P on X Cp with the following property: There is a model X of X over Z p and a G-torsor P on X o which belongs to the category B Xo,D (G) such that the G-torsors P and j * P on X Cp are isomorphic where j : X Cp → X o is the natural immersion.
Using the same arguments as for vector bundles, one defines starting from the construction in Section 2.1 for a fixed model a functor
into the category of continous functors from π 1 (U ) into the category P(G(C p )) of topological spaces with a simply transitive continous right G(C p )-action:
For any torsor P in B X Cp ,D (G), we define a continous functor
Here X is a choosen model of X over Z p and P a G-torsor in B Xo ,D (G) together with an isomorphism ψ : P → j * P of G-torsors over X Cp where j : X Cp → X o is the natural immersion. Furthermore, ψ x is the fibre map
Proposition 2.6 The above definition of the functor ρ P is independent of all our choices, i. e. of the choice of a model X and the G-torsor P ∈ B X o,D (G).
This follows from analogous results to Propositions 26, 27] .
Gluing of the functors ρ P
If P is a G-torsor on X Cp which belongs to categories B Xo ,D 1 (G) and B Xo ,D 2 (G) for different divisors D 1 and D 2 , we deduce from the Seifert-van Kampen theorem [De-We1, Proposition 34] that we can glue the functors ρ 1,P and ρ 2.P constructed with respect to the divisor D 1 resp. D 2 :
Proposition 2.7 Let D 1 and D 2 be two divisors in X and set U 1 = X − D 1 and
Then there exists an unique continous functor
Functorialities and comparison with the case of vector bundles
In this section we collect some results on the functorial behaviour of the constructed parallel transport and show that our construction is compatible with that in the case of vector bundles in . If we fix a model X of X, then the functor
) commutes with Galois conjugation, changing the curve or the model, extensions of the structure groups and the action of Gal(Q p /K) on the given objects in the case that all of them are already defined over a finite extension K of Q p . More details on this functorial behaviour and proofs of it are stated in [H] .
Moreover, one can relate G-torsors to vector bundles as follows: Let Γ be a free o-module of finite rank and Γ the associated affine space over Spec o. Then we define an algebraic representation of G on Γ as a homomorphism of o-group schemes G → GL (Γ). In the following we write Γ for this representation and define Rep G (o) and Rep G(o) (o) as the categories of algebraic (resp. continous) representations of G (resp. G(o)) on free o-modules of finite rank.
For any G-torsor P on a o-scheme ξ, the fppf-sheaf E = P × G Γ is a vector bundle on ξ. This construction is functorial in P and the representation Γ; for a morphism f :
is here the category of all vector bundles E on X o with the property that for all n ∈ N exists an element π ∈ S X,D such that π * n E is trivial.)
) is a continous functor and Γ a continous representation of Γ on G(o), we define the functor
Therefore we may define a bifunctor
as follows. A pair (Z, Γ) of a continous functor Z : 
Remark 2.9 For any given G-torsor P in B Xo ,D (G) we obtain through the bifunctor × G a vector bundle in B Xo ,D for every algebraic representation Γ of G. Thus Proposition 2.8 shows how to compute the parallel transport alongétale paths between the fibres of the vector bundle by the parallel transport of the torsor.
We explain now shortly how we obtain a principal GL n -bundle in B Xo ,D (GL n ) from a vector bundle of rank n in B Xo ,D . If E is a vector bundle of rank n on a scheme ξ, then the fppf-sheaf Iso ξ (E, A n ξ ) of local isomorphisms from E to the trivial vector bundle A n ξ on ξ is a right sheaf torsor under GL n,ξ . Since GL n,ξ is affine over ξ, this sheaf torsor is representable by a GL n -torsor P(E), the so called frame bundle of E. If we map any morphism E → E ′ to the induced morphism Iso
then we obtain a well-defined functor P from the category of vector bundles of rank n on ξ into the category of GL n -torsors on ξ. By the construction of the functor holds f * P(E) = P(f * E) functorially for every morphism f : ξ → ξ. This implies that P restricts to a functor from the full subcategory B
Xo ,D of vector bundles of rank n in B Xo ,D into the category B Xo,D (GL n ).
On the level of representations, we define a functor P from the full subcategory
is equipped with the naturally induced topology and the right action of GL n (o). For anétale path γ from x to x ′ one sets
such that we obtain altogether a well-defined functor P(Γ).
This definition of the functor P on the level of objects extends in a natural way to morphisms α :
Proposition 2.10 In the given situation, the diagram
of categories and functors is commutative up to canonical isomorphisms of functors. In particular holds ρ P(E) = P(ρ E ) for every vector bundle
Remark 2.11 The Proposition 2.10 shows how to compute the isomorphisms of parallel transport for a vector bundle in the category B Xo ,D which were constructed by ) by those for its frame bundle defined in this article. It follows moreover from the compatiblity of the construction with extensions of structure groups that is suffices to calcute the isomorphisms of parallel tranport for some reduction of the structure group of the frame bundle or equivalently for some subbundle of the given vector bundle.
Because of the definition of the category B X Cp ,D (G) through the category B Xo,D (G) and by the fact that the functor B X Cp ,D (G) → Rep π 1 (U ) (G(C p )) was constructed in Section 2.2 in the same way based on the functor B Xo ,D (G) → Rep π 1 (U ) (G(o) ), all properties of the category B Xo,D (G) and the functors in the situation over o carry over to those over C p . In particular, the functor B X Cp ,D (G) → Rep π 1 (U ) (G(o)) commutes with Galois conjugation, changing the curve or the model, extensions of structure groups and the action of Gal(Q p /K) on the given objects if all of them are already defined over a finite extension K of Q p . Again, more details and proofs of this functorial behaviour are stated in [H] .
Next we state that for any algebraic representation Γ of G the above defined functor
In the same way one obtains from the bifunctors
where Rep G(Cp) (C p ) is the category of continous representations of G(C p ) on finite dimensional C p -vector spaces. With these functors follows from proposition 2.8:
Proposition 2.12 In the above situation, the following diagram commutes:
In particular,
Finally, the above defined functors P extend to functors P :
. From Proposition 2.10, it follows: Proposition 2.13 In the given situation, the diagram
of categories and functors is commutative up to canonical isomorphisms of functors.
In particular, ρ P(E) = P(ρ E ) holds for every vector bundle E of rank n in B X Cp ,D . Thus the representations from
It is difficult to verify directly from Definition 2.1 whether a given G-torsor P on X o is contained in the category B Xo ,D (G). In the following we establish therefore another characterisation of the objects of B Xo,D (G). This is analogous to Theorems 16, 17 and 18 in .
3.1 Reduction to the special fibre 
The necessity is obvious. Let thus P be a G-torsor on X o with the property that there is an object π :
By Remark 1.7 we may assume π ∈ S ss X,D . Then it follows from noetherian descent that the family (X, D, G, P 1 , π : Y → X) descends to a family (X 0 , D 0 , G 0 , P , π 0 : Y 0 → X 0 ) over the ring of integers 0 K of a finite extension K of Q p . Here X 0 is a model over o K of the smooth projective curve X 0 = X 0 ⊗ o K K over K, G 0 a group scheme which is affine, smooth and of finite presentation over a normal, finitely generated o K -algebra A and P is a G 0
(ii) Let e be the ramification index of K over Q p and let
Note that this is compatible with our earlier notation o n = o/p n o.
Let π ν/e , P ν/e etc. be always the base change with o ν/e where P is the generic fibre of P . As π 1/e is also the base change of
. By induction it therefore suffices to prove the following assertion (*):
Given ν ≥ 2 and some element π : Y → X of S ss X,D such that π * (ν−1)/e P (ν−1)/e is trivial, there exists an object µ : Z → X in S ss X,D such that µ * ν/e P ν/e is a trivial G-torsor on Z ν/e . Let ν and π : Y → X be as in ( * ) and i : Y (ν−1)/e ֒→ Y ν/e the natural closed immersion.
If Y ν/e is affine, then the canonical application
is by [Gi, Corollaire VII.1.3 .2] a bijection as for fppf topology as forétale topology and thus π * ν/e P ν/e is also trivial such that we may choose µ = π. In the following we assume therefore that Y ν/e is not affine. Let I be the sheaf of ideals which defines the immersion i and satisfies I 2 = 0. Then we have by [Gi, Lemme VII.1.3 .5] the following exact sequence of sheaves on (Y ν/e )é t :
where we set L (ν−1)/e := Lie(G Y (ν−1)/e /Y (ν−1)/e ). Note that i is an universal homoeomorphism such that one may identify I naturally with an O Y (ν−1)/emodule. Moreover, adj denotes the composition of the adjunction morphism
Here e is the unit section of G Y (ν−1)/e and S → Y ν/e isétale.
From this exact sequence we deduce the exact cohomology sequence
By [SGA4, Corollaire VIII.5.6] is now R 1 i * G Y (ν−1)/e = 0 because i is a closed immersion and in particular integral. This implies by [Gi, Proposition V.3 
is therefore exact. As above, R 1 i * (L (ν−1)/e ⊗ O Y (ν−1)/e I) = 0 holds by [SGA4, Corollaire VIII.5.6 ]. Thus we have by [Gi, Proposition V.3 
.1.3] an isomorphism
such that the sequence
is therefore exact.
If Ω is the class of π * ν/e P ν/e in H 1 et (Y ν/e , G Y ν/e ), then i * maps Ω onto the class of i * π * ν/e P ν/e = π * (ν−1)/e P (ν−1)/e , i. e. the trivial class in
As the above sequence is exact, there exists a class
module structure of L (ν−1)/e and I induces moreover the following exact sequence of sheaves on (Y (ν−1)/e )é t :
Here α is the canonical morphism. This delivers a surjection
because Y (ν−1)/e is onedimensional and ν/e P ν/e is trivial. In the case that the genus of Y K is zero we may therefore choose µ = π.
Let us therefore now assume that the genus of Y K is different from zero. Then it follows from the proof of [De-We1, Theorem 11] that there is a morphism ρ : (µ :
By [FK, Proposition I.2 .5] one has the same assertion in the case that we work with cohomology groups for theétale cohomology instead of for the Zariski topology. If we work inétale cohomolgy, we denote the morphism by ρ * et . As in the proof of [De-We1, Theorem 16] it follows that the induced map
is trivial. From the commutativity of the diagram
follows then that (ρé t ) * ν/e Ω is trivial because, as already shown, Ω possedes a preimage in
ν/e P ν/e = (ρé t ) * ν/e (π * ν/e P ν/e ) is also a trivial torsor on Z ν/e for thé etale topology and for the fppf-topology what was to show. 2
Trivializibility ofétale G-torsors
In order to find a characterisation of the category B Xo ,D (G) without any use of the covering categories S X,D , S good X,D resp. S ss X,D we need the following definition:
Definition 3.2 Let G be a connected algebraic group over a finite field F q and X be an F q -scheme. Then we call anétale G-torsor P trivialisable, if there exists a finite surjective morphism f : Y → X such that f * P is a trivial G-torsor on Y .
We recall now the following resultat by Deligne cited in [Las] Corollary 3.4 Let G be a connected reductive group scheme of finite presentation over F q , q = p r , X be a scheme over F q and F the absolute Frobenius of X. Then everyétale G-torsor P on X, which is isomorphic to its pullback F * P as anétale G-torsor, is trivialisable by a finiteétale morphism f : Y → X.
Proof Let P be anétale G-torsor on X which is as anétale G-torsor isomorphic to its pullback F * P under the Frobenius. Then there exists following Proposition 3.3 a G F -torsor Q such that P = Q∧ G F G holds. As G F = G(F q ) is smooth and finite, Q is finite over X by [M, Proposition III.4 .2] such that f : Q → X is a finiteétale covering of X. One should notice here that under the given assumptions every G-torsor with respect to the fppf-topology is also a torsor with respect to theétale topology and vice versa. It is now f * Q = Q × X Q trivial as anétale
Corollary 3.5 Let G be a connected reductive group scheme of finite presentation over F q , q = p r , X be a scheme over F q and let P be anétale G-torsor on X with the property that there is an s ∈ N such that (F t ) * P ∼ = (F s ) * P holds for all t ≥ s asétale G-torsors where F denotes the absolute Frobenius of X. Then P is trivialisable.
Semistability of principal bundles
As in the case of vector bundles these results will enable us a description of the category B X o,D (G) using the notion of semistability. Therefore we recall the following construction by Serre ([Se] ):
Given a smooth reductive group G over a field k of arbitrary characteristic, a smooth projective curve X over k, a G-torsor E on X and a quasi-projective scheme F over k on which G acts from the left, an action of G on E × Spec k F is defined by g(e, f ) := (e(g⊗1), g −1 f ) for all g ∈ G, e ∈ E and f ∈ F . The quotient of E × Spec k F modulo this action of G is representable by an unique scheme E(F ) such that the morphism E × Spec k F → E(F ) gives the structure of anétale G-torsor over E(F ) to the fibre product E × Spec k F . It is clear that every morphism α : F 1 → F 2 of quasi-projective k-schemes with an action from G from the left which is compatible with the action of G on F 1 resp. F 2 induces a morphism α E : E(F 1 ) → E(F 2 ). If σ : G → H is a morphism of connected reductive algebraic groups over k, the above defined scheme E ρ (H) is an H-torsor. If moreover H is a normal closed subgroup of G, then it follows from Chevalley's theorem that G/H is a quasi-projective variety. If we equip G/H with the natural action of G from the left, then there exists therefore the above defined scheme E(G/H).
Using this construction by Serre we can now define extensions and reductions of the structure group:
Definition 3.6 If ρ : G → H is a morphism of connected reductive group schemes of finite presentation over a field k and X a smooth projective curve over k, then ρ induces a map H 1 (X, G) → H 1 (X, H) by mapping each G-torsor E onto the Htorsor E ρ (H). One says that one obtains E ρ (H) by extension of the strucure group of E to H. If there is on the other hand a H-torsor E ′ given together with a G-torsor E and an isomorphism of H-torsors Φ : E ρ (H) → E ′ , then we call (E, Φ) a reduction of the structure group of E ′ to G.
We set E/P := E(G/P ) and denote by T E/P the relative tangent bundle with respect to the projection E/P → X. If σ : X → E/P is a section of the canonical projection E/P → X, one finds that σ * T E/P = E(g/p). Moreover, the sections σ : X → E/P are in 1:1-correspondence to theétale P -torsors on X which one obtains by reductions of the structure group of E to P . Thus we may denote reductions of the structure group of E to P in the following by (P, σ).
For the upcoming characterisation of the category B Xo ,D (G) we need the notion of semistability of principal bundles. This notion was defined by Ramanathan extending the definition of semistability for vector bundles by Mumford as follows:
Definition 3.7 (Ramanathan, [R, Definition 1.1]) Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over a field k and X a smooth projective curve over k. Then a G-torsor E on X is said to be semistable, if and only if for every reduction (P, σ) of the structure group to a maximal parabolic subgroup P , where σ is a section σ : X → E/P , the inequality deg(σ * T E/P ) ≥ 0 holds.
From the relation σ * T E/P = E(g/p) it follows moreover: Proof Let (P, σ) be a reduction of the structure group of E to a maximal parabolic subgroup P of G. Then the exact sequence 0 → p → g → g/p → 0 gives us by the functoriality of the construction of the associated fibre bundle an exact sequence 0 → E(p) → E(g) → E(g/p) → 0 of vector bundles on X. As E(g) is semistable as a vector bundle, it is therefore µ(E(g/p)) ≥ µ(E(g)), i. e. µ(σ * T E/P ) ≥ µ(E(g)).
As by [Be, Note 4.2] deg(E(g)) = 0 holds such that we have µ(E(g)) = 0, it follows deg(σ * T E/P ) ≥ 0 and therefore the semistability of E. 2
Corollary 3.9 Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over a field k and X a smooth projective curve over k. Then the trivial G-torsor G X on X is semistable.
Proof In the given situtation holds
with x ∈ X, e ∈ G and f ∈ g such that G X (g) is a trivial vector bundle. Following Lemma 3.8, G X is therefore semistable. 2
Remark 3.10 Let G, X and k as before. Then the proof of Lemma 3.8 shows also that a G-torsor E on X is semistable if and only if deg(σ * E(p)) ≤ 0 holds for any reduction (P, σ) of the structure group to a maximal parabolic subgroup P of G.
As in the case of vector bundles one may check semistability also for G-torsors after pullback along a finite covering:
Lemma 3.11 (compare [BH, Lemma 6.8] ) Let X be a smooth projective curve over a field k, G a connected reductive algebraic group over k, E a G-torsor on X and f : Y → X a finite covering. Then E is semistable, if f * E is it.
Proof Let f * E be semistable. Suppose that E is not semistable. By Definition 3.7 exist a maximal parabolic subgroup P of G and a section σ :
Furthermore it holds:
Lemma 3.12 Let X 0 be a smooth projective curve over a field k, k an algebraic closure of k, X := X 0 ⊗ k k and f : X → X 0 the canonical projection. Moreover, let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over k and E a G-torsor on X 0 . Then E is semistable, if f * E is semistable.
Proof Let f * E be semistable. Suppose that E would be not semistable. Then there exist by Definition 3.7 a maximal parabolic subgroup P of G X 0 and a section σ : X → E/P such that deg(σ * T E/P ) < 0. As we have f * E = E ⊗ k k and all constructions are compatible with base change, it follows by [Liu1, Proposition 7.3 
semistable either what is again a contradiction to our assumption. 2
Remark 3.13 One should notice that the other direction is not correct in the two previous statements in general: If E is semistable, then in general f * E may be not semistable. In the case of vector bundles one knows from a result by Gieseker (see [Gie, Lemma 1.1] ) that the inverse direction holds, if the morphism f is finite and separable. In the case of a G-torsor whose structure group G is a connected reductive algebraic group G of finite presentation over k the inverse direction holds following [BH, Lemma 6 .8], if f is again finite and separable, but only in that case that G has a representation "of low height".
The degree of a torsor
We need still the notion of a degree of a torsor:
Definition 3.14 ([HN, Definition 3.2]) Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus g over a field k, G a connected reductive algebraic group over k and E a Gtorsor on X. Then we call the homomorphism
is the line bundle associated to E by the character χ, where the action of G on E × Spec k G m is given by (e, f )g = (eg, χ(g −1 )f ) for all e ∈ E, f ∈ G m and g ∈ G.
Remark 3.15 Let X still be a smooth projective curve over a field k and G a connected reductive algebraic group over k. Then it holds: (i) The degree d G X of the trivial torsor G X on X is the zero homomorphism.
(ii) If E is a G-torsor on X and f : Y → X a finite morphism of smooth projective curves over k, then we have
Important for us is this notion of a degree of a torsor mainly because of the following result by Holla and Narasimhan: Here we say that a set S of G-torsors is bounded if there exists a scheme S of finite type over k and a family of G-torsors which is parametrized by S such that any element of S is on X isomorphic to the G-torsor on X that one obtains by restriction of the given family on a suitable closed point of S.
As by a theorem of Lang (see [La, Theorem 1.3 ]) H 1 (k, G k ) = 0 for any connected reductive algebraic group G over a finite field k, where k is an algebraic closure of k, such that there are no nontrivial forms, it follows by noetherian descent:
Corollary 3.17 Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group and X a smooth projective curve each over a finite field k. Then the set of isomorphism classes of semistable G-torsors on X with fixed degree is bounded.
Corollary 3.18 Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group and X a smooth projective curve each over a finite field k. Then there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of semistable G-torsors on X with fixed degree.
Relations between semistability and trivialisibility
Similary to the case of vector bundles which was examined by Lange and Stuhler in [LS] we find also in the case of G-torsors relations between semistability and trivialisibility of torsors. Therefore we define:
Definition 3.19 Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group of finite presentation over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0 and X a smooth projective curve over k. Then we call a G-torsor E on X strongly semistable, if E is semistable and moreover for all r ∈ N the pullback (F r ) * E under the r-th product of the absolute Frobenius F on X is again semistable.
This definition allows us to show the following result which is analogous to the well known result of Lange and Stuhler in the case of vector bundles ([LS, Satz 1.9.]):
Proposition 3.20 Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus g over a finite field k and G a connected reductive algebraic group of finite presentation over k. Then E is, considered as a G-torsor for theétale topology, trivialisable, if and only if E is strongly semistable of degree zero.
Proof If E can be trivialized by a finite covering f : Y → X, then for every r ∈ N the pullback (F r ) * E under the r-th power of the absolute Frobenius on X is also trivialisable by f . This implies that (F r ) * E is semistable by Lemma 3.11 because the trivial torsor G Y on Y is semistable by Corollary 3.9. Thus E is strongly semistable. From Remark 3.15 follows moreover that d E ≡ 0 holds. If conversely E is strongly semistable of degree zero, then (F r ) * (E) is semistable of degree zero for all r ∈ N. As by Corollary 3.18 the number of isomorphism classes of semistable G-torsors E on X with fixed degree d e E is finite, there exists an s ∈ N such that we have isomorphisms of G-torsors (F r ) * (E) ∼ = (F s ) * (E) for all r ≥ s. By Corollary 3.5, E is thus trivialisable. 3.6 Application to the characterisation of the category B Xo ,D (G)
Let G in the following always be a connected reductive group scheme of finite presentation over o and k = F p the residue field of Z p . Then we can now state our first main result:
Theorem 3.21 Let X be a smooth model over Z p of a smooth projective curve X over Q p of genus different from zero. A G-torsor P on X lies in the category B Xo (G), if and only if P k is strongly semistable of degree zero on the smooth projective curve X k over k.
, there exists by Theorem 3.1 a covering (π : Y → X) ∈ S ss X such that π * k P k is trivial. As π k is finite, P k is thus a semistable G-torsor on X k following Corollary 3.9 and Lemma 3.11. As π • F X k = F Y k • π holds, it follows that (F r X k ) * P k is also semistable for all r ∈ N such that therefore P k is strongly semistable. As the degree of the trivial torsor is the zero morphism and 3.15(ii) , the degree of P k is the zero morphism.
(ii) Let now conversely P k be strongly semistable of degree zero. As under the given assumptions every G-torsor is also a torsor with respect to theétale topology, we may consider P and P k in the following always as torsors for thé etale topology. From noetherian descent follows that the family (X, X, G, P k ) descends to a family (X K , X o K , G 0 , P 0 ) over a finite extension K of Q p with residue field κ ∼ = F q , q = p r . Here X K is a smooth projective curve over K, X o K a smooth model of X K over o K , G 0 a connected reductive group of finite presentation over a normal finitely generated o K -algebra A and P 0 anétale G-torsor on the special fibre X 0 of X o K . One checks easily that P 0 is again strongly semistable of degree zero. By Proposition 3.20 there exists thus a finite surjective morphism ϕ : Y 0 → X 0 such that ϕ * P 0 is trivial. Following the construction of the morphism ϕ in the proof of Proposition 3.20 we may choose ϕ as the composition of a finiteétale morphism φ 0 : Definition 3.22 Let R be a valuation ring with quotient field Q and residue field k. We consider a model X over R of a smooth projective curve X over Q and a G-torsor E on X where G is a connected reductive group scheme of finite presentation over R.
Then we say that E has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero if the pullback of E k to the normalisation C of every irreducible component C (equipped with the reduced structure) of X k is strongly semistable of degree zero. Note that every C is a smooth projective curve over k. (ii) There exists a finite surjective morphism ϕ : Y → X, where Y is a pure onedimensional proper scheme over F q such that ϕ * E is a trivial G-torsor.
(iii) The same as in (ii), but with ϕ as a composition ϕ : Y 
Proof
(ii)⇒(i) Every irreducible component C of X is finitely dominated by an irreducible component D of Y . It follows that the pullback of E to C is trivialized by a finite morphism D → C. As we may check semistability following Lemma 3.11 after pullback along a finite covering and the absolute Frobenius is functorial, this implies (i).
(i)⇒(iii) By Corollary 3.18, there exist only finitely many isomorphism classes of semistable G-torsors with fixed degree on each of the finitely many irreducible components of X. As a first step we deduce from this that there exist only finitely many isomorphism classes ofétale G-torsors on X which all pullbacks to the normalisations of the irreducible components of X are semistable of degree zero.
Let us first assume that X is reduced. Then the normalisation morphism π : X = C v → X is finite where X = ∪ v C v is the partition of X in its irreducible components. Moreover, the natural morphism α : G X → π * G e X is injective: The normalisation morphism π is finite and surjective and thus a covering for the h-topology on X ([V, Definition 3.1.2]), in particular therefore an universal topological epimorphism. As every scheme U that isétale over X is reduced, the morphism π U : U × X X → U is therefore following [V, Lemma 3.2 .1] a categorial epimorphism in the category of schemes such that the map
is injective.
As the support of the cocernel of α : G X → π * G e X consists at last only of the singular points of X, this cocernel is a skyscraper sheaf of sets, following [Liu1, Exercise 2.2.9] therefore of the form x∈X sing i x * S x . We make now the assertion that every set S x is finite:
We show that we have the following exact sequence ofétale sheaves on X:
Let i : x → X be a closed point. Then one has a cartesian diagram
and there exists a canonical base change morphism i * [Ta, Satz II.6.4.2] which is an isomorphism.
This implies (π * G e X ) x = (π x * i x * G e X ) x and by [M, Corollary II.3.5] (π * G e
.
By [M, Remark II.2.9d) ], these stalks are G X,x = G(κ(x)) and G e X,y = G(κ(y)). As the stalk of x∈X sing i x * ( y | x G(κ(y))/G(κ(x))) in the point x can be calculated to e
x | x (G(κ( x)/G(κ(x)), the sequence
is exact on any stalk and thus also itself exact. In particular follows therefore
for all x ∈ X sing . From the finiteness of κ( x) and the finiteness of the product it follows therefore that S x is finite for all x ∈ X Sing .
As in the case of vector bundles it follows thus from [Gi, Corollaire III.3.2.4] that there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of G-torsors on X which induce distinct chosen isomorphism classes of G-torsors on the curves C v . In particular, there exist thus only finitely many isomorphism classes of G-torsors on X whose pullback to the normalisations of the irreducible components of X is semistable of degree zero.
In the general case that X is not necessarily reduced, it suffices therefore to show that the natural map ϕ :
has finite fibres. By devissage, one sees that it is sufficient to show that for any ideal J ⊂ O X with J 2 = 0 the map i * :
has finite fibres where i : X ′ ֒→ X is the closed subscheme of X defined by J . such that the sequence
is exact.
The canonical O X ′ -module structure of Lie(G X ′ /X ′ ) induces moreover the following canonical exact sequence of sheaves on X ′ et :
where α is the natural morphism. This gives us a surjection
because X ′ is at last onedimensional and [M, Proposition III.3.3] where F Zar is the restriction to the Zariski topology. Therefore one obtains the following non-abelian cohomology sequence:
is a finite dimensional F q -vector space and therefore finite, it follows that ϕ has finite fibres.
Let now E be a G-torsor as given in (i). Then the pullbacks to C v of all Gtorsors (F n X ) * E on X are each semistable of degree zero. As we have shown that there exist only finitely many isomorphism classes of such G-torsors on X, there exists an s ≥ 0 such that (F t X ) * E ∼ = (F s X ) * E holds for all t ≥ s. For the G-torsor E ′ := (F s X ) * E holds therefore (F r X ) * E ′ = E ′ for all r = t−s ≥ 1. If we consider now E and E ′ as torsors with respect to theétale topology, then there exists by Corollary 3.4 a finiteétale and surjective morphism π : Proof If a G-torsor P on X o is contained in the category B Xo ,D (G) for a suitable divisor D on X, then there exists by Theorem 3.1 a covering π :
such that π * k P k is trivial. Let X k = ∪ v C v be the partition of X k in its irreducible components. Then every C v is finitely dominated by a irreducible component C v of Y k . Thus it follows from Corollary 3.9 and Lemma 3.11 that the pullbacks of P k to all C v are each strongly semistable of degree zero.
Let us now conversely assume that the G-torsor P on X o has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero and is considered in the following always as anétale G-torsor. As in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.21, there exists by noetherian descent a finite extension K of Q p with ring of integers o K and residue field κ ∼ = F q such that the family (X, X, C v , G, P k ) descends to a family (X K , X o K , C v0 , G 0 , P 0 ) with analogous properties. In particular, P 0 is anétale G 0 -torsor on the special fibre X 0 = X o K ⊗ κ whose pullback to the normalisations C v0 of the irreducible components C v0 of X 0 is strongly semistable of degree zero. By Proposition 3.23, we find therefore a finité etale morphism π 0 : Y 0 → X 0 such that for the composition ϕ 0 : Y 0 
,∅ , where we may suppose as in that Y o K 1 is not only even semistable and moreover also regular. If we write again K instead of K 1 , P 0 instead of P 1 , o K instead of o K 1 , κ instead of κ 1 etc. to simplify our notation, it follows that the pullback of P 0 under the composition ϕ : Y 0
From this point on, the remaining proof carries over verbatim from the proof of [De-We1, Theorem 17], if we only replace E κ by P k , E by P and E 0 by P 0 and finally the citation of Theorem 16] 
There exists an unique continous functor ρ E :
and ρ E is compatible with the functors ρ E : π 1 (X − D) → P(G(C p )) which were constructed for fixed divisors D with E ∈ B X Cp ,D (G) in the second section.
In conclusion one obtains therefore a functor ρ : B s X Cp (G) → Rep π 1 (X) (G(C p )) which is functorial with respect to morphisms of smooth projective curves over Q p , morphisms of connected reductive group schemes of finite presentation over o and Q pautomorphisms of Q p and which is compatible with the analogous functors in the case of vector bundles through the functors defined in Section 2.4.
For any point x 0 ∈ X(C p ) is the "fibre functor in x 0 "
Proof If E ∈ B X Cp ,D (G) for some divisor D, then E extends by the definition of the category B X Cp ,D (G) and by Theorem 3.24 to a G-torsor E on X o for a suitable model X on X which has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. By definition, it is therefore E ∈ B s X Cp (G).
If conversely E ′ ∈ B s X Cp (G) holds, then it follows either from Theorem 3.24 that E ′ ∈ B X Cp ,D (G) for a suitable divisor D and that there are more precisely divisors If E is a G-torsor in B s X Cp (G), there exist, for all divisors D with E ∈ B X Cp ,D (G), by Section 2.2 continous functors ρ E,D : B X Cp ,D (G) → Rep π 1 (X−D) (G(C p )) with ρ E (x) = E x for all x ∈ (X − D)(C p ). By Proposition 2.7, there exists thus an unique functor ρ E : π 1 (X) → P(G(C p )) which induces the functors ρ E,D on π 1 (X − D).
It is clear that we obtain a functor ρ : B s X Cp (G) → Rep π 1 (X) (G(C p )) by the application E → ρ E and all functoriality properties follow directly from the analogous statements in Section 2.4.
Let us fix a point x 0 ∈ X(C p ). We have to show the injectivity of the natural map Hom B s X Cp (G) (E, E ′ ) → Hom P(G(Cp)) (E x 0 , E ′ x 0 ) for all G-torsors E, E ′ ∈ B s X Cp (G): Let f, g : E → E ′ be two morphisms of G-torsors on X Cp such that f x 0 = g x 0 holds. Let moreover x ∈ X(C p ) be another C p -valued point of X and γ a path from x 0 to x. Then there exist two parallel transports ρ E (γ) :
such that we obtain by the functoriality of the construction of the parallel transport a commutative diagram
/ / E ′ x as in the case that one chooses as vertical arrows f x 0 and f x as either in the case that one chooses g x 0 and g x . By the commutativity of the diagram and the fact that all horizontal maps are isomorphisms, it follows f x = g x . As x ∈ X(C p ) was chosen arbitrarily, f x = g x holds thus for all C p -valued points x of X and in particular for all C p -valued points of E. Therefore the maps f , g : E(C p ) → E ′ (C p ) induced by f resp. g coincidence. As G X Cp is a connected reductive algebraic group of finite presentation over X Cp , we know that E and E ′ are affine, smooth, reductive and of finite presentation over X Cp and therefore by [EGAII, Proposition 5.3.4 ] projective over C p . Thus E and E ′ come by [EH, p. 50] from varieties E resp. E ′ over C p in the sense of classical algebraic geometryà la Weil. As a morphism E → E ′ is uniquement determined by a morphism E(C p ) → E ′ (C p ), then f and g coincidence on the set of closed points of E which is an open dense subset of E by [Ha, Exercise II.3.14] . Following [EGAI, Lemma 7.2.2 .1] f and g therefore conincidence on the whole scheme E such that the fibre functor in x 0 is faithful. 2 We can now prove the theorem mentioned in the introduction, but recall first [De-We1, Proposition 31] that we need for the proof: For every point x 0 ∈ X(C p ), the "fibre functor in x 0 " B ps X Cp → P(G(C p )), E → E x 0 , f → f x 0 is faithful.
Proof Let E be a G-torsor on X Cp with potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. Then there exists a finiteétale morphism α : Y → X of smooth projective curves over Q p such that E ∈ B s Y Cp (G). Without any loss of generality we may assume that α is Galois. By Theorem 4.2 it holds therefore ρ α * E • σ * = ρ σ * (α * E) = ρ α * E for all σ ∈ Gal(Y /X). Following Proposition 4.3, there exists thus an unique continous functor ρ(E) = ρ E : π 1 (X) → P(G(C p )) such that ρ α * E = ρ E •α * . In particular, we have ρ E (x) = E x for all x ∈ X(C p ) and a morphism ρ E (γ) = ρ α * E (γ ′ ) : E x 1 = (α * E) y 1 → (α * E) y 2 = E x 2 for anyétale path γ from x 1 to x 2 in X. Here y 1 ∈ Y (C p ) is lying over x 1 and γ ′ is the unique path in Y from y 1 to the point y 2 over x 2 satisfying α * γ ′ = γ. For a morphism f : E → E ′ of G-torsors in B ps X Cp (G), the morphism ρ(f ) = ρ f : ρ E → ρ E ′ is defined by the family of maps f x : E x → E ′ x for all x ∈ X(C p ).
We assert now that this construction defines a well-defined functor
